
THRIVE
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Orbus Citadel Hard Mode

Boss 1



BOSS 
MECHANICS

1

2

3

4

Crystal Pools (damage you)

Big Crystal (light to get frost 
stacks off)

Frost Stacks (damage you and 
reduce your outgoing damage)

Tank Buster

Enragement5
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Fall from the sky

Land in order of player instance login

Landing set when circle is visible

Damages only at landing

Can stack for extra damage

Used to light big crystal

The AoE damage splash is bigger than 
you think it is

CRYSTAL 
POOLS
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BIG CRYSTAL 1

2

3
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½ of party is needed to light crystal if an even number of players (e.g. 
10 = 5)

If party is an odd number, 1 more than half the party is needed to 
light crystal (e.g. 7 = 4) 

If more than needed, crystal breaks

If less than needed, crystal will not light

When lit, crystal removes frost stacks

A small hop from crystal is close enough to remove stacks

It takes roughly 3 seconds to remove stacks (when crystal is first lit)

If the crystal spawns on a tank, ignore it

If player is not read by Orbus, replace with another player during fight
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Apply and stack over time

Each stack reduces player damage by xyz%

Each stack applies a (cumulative) DoT to 
players

Stacks can be removed when the big crystal 
is lit

Stacks cannot be decursed

Too many stacks will kill you and your party

FROST STACKS



TANK BUSTER
1

2

3

There will be 2 tank busters in 
the first big crystal cycle

For the rest of the fight there 
will be (roughly) 1.5 tank 
busters per big crystal cycle

The quantity of tank busters (per 
cycle) is dependent on how 
often the boss is stunned
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If the boss is too close to a lit 
crystal it enrages

When enraged the boss hits for 
significantly more damage

If enraged, tanks move the boss 
away from the crystal

Tanks can stunlock the boss until 
the enrage phase is over

ENRAGMENT



PARTY GROUPING

1

Crystal Group

2

Backup Group

3

Tanks

8

1 Healer
4 DPS

1 Healer
2 DPS

2 Tanks

Backups are assigned numbers 1 (DPS), 2 (DPS), and 3 (Healer).

If someone in the crystal group needs to be replaced (death/desync). A backup player is swapped 
into the crystal group in numerical order. 

Instead of trying to figure out/remember mid-fight who was set as backup this time. You can just 
call “Replace me #1/#2/#3” they know who they are



RELOGGING
1

2

3

4

5

Crystal group stays logged 
in

Backup group logs out

Tanks log out

Backup group relogs in 
numerical order (1, 2, 3)

Tanks relog in order of fight 
cycle: 1st crystal cycle, then 
2nd crystal cycle
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CALL OUTS

1

Jump

10

CrystalGroup Up Tighten Lit / Get
Stacks Off

1, 2, 3

2 3 4 5 6

Jump 
away from 

crystal 
rain

Group up 
on target 

player

Big crystal 
has 

spawned

Backups 
jump, 
crystal 

group stay

Crystal 
group get 

closer 
together

Crystal 
has lit, get 

your 
stacks off

Player 
needs to 

be 
replaced

Backup # 
takes their 
spot in the 

crystal



START FIGHT 11



GROUP UP 12



LIGHT CRYSTAL 13



GET STACKS OFF 14



RESUME FIGHT 15



ANY 
QUESTIONS?

Feel free to ask in 
the comments.

~ Pherosis
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This strategy is brought to you by our awesome, dedicated and amazing Research and Development Team
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